In accordance with the Image Rights legislation, the Intellectual Property Office will publish information regarding every personality and image registration application it receives.

The publication table, which is uploaded onto the website each Monday, will include the following information:
- Application number
- Registered Image Rights reference (if applicable)
- Personality name
- Image associated with the personality
- Agent reference
- Application type

The Registry will also provide a publically searchable register which will include the following information:
- Registered number
- Date of registration
- Registered personality name
- Image registered with the personality
- A link to other images registered
- Agent details
- An indicator as to whether the personality’s moral rights have been generally asserted
- The personality renewal date
- The image renewal date

Registered Image Rights Agents will have access to the image rights system to make online submissions.

Interested parties will be able to contact an Agents for further information on a particular registration. Alternatively, a formal request can be made to the Office for information in opposition or licensing cases.